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Abstract – Flat chunks arrangement of development is
one in which the shafts utilized in the traditional
techniques for developments are discarded. The section
straightforwardly lay on the segment and burden from
the chunk is specifically exchanged to the segments and
afterward to the establishment. To help overwhelming
burdens the thickness of piece close to the help with the
section is expanded and these are called drops, or
segments are for the most part given developed heads
called segment heads or capitals. Nonattendance of
pillar gives a plain roof, hence giving better structural
appearance and furthermore less defenselessness if there
should be an occurrence of flame than in common
situations where bars are utilized. Plain roof diffuses
light better, less demanding to develop and requires less
expensive structure work. According to nearby
conditions and accessibility of materials diverse nations
have received distinctive strategies for plan of level
sections and given their rules in their individual codes.
The point of task is to attempt and show the strategies
utilized for level section configuration utilizing IS
456:2000, ACI-318 and NZS:3101 configuration codes
and near dialog with in them. For completing venture an
inside board of a level piece with measurements 6.6 m x
5.6 m and very forced burden 7.75 kN/m2 was structured
utilizing the codes given above and level chunk of a
current structure.
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In level piece basic frameworks, the issue of punching
shear because of high transverse shear worry at the slab–
segment associations emerges. The chunk segment
associations in structure have strengthening point of
interest proper for gravity load plan and consequently
might not have the ability to continue disfigurement
amid the tremor. The presence of openings in the region
of a segment decreases the territory of solid that can
oppose transverse shear, which makes the slab– segment
association considerably more fragile. In any case, the

I- INTRODUCTION

Flat chunks arrangement of development is one in
which the shafts utilized in the traditional techniques for
developments
are
discarded.
The
section
straightforwardly lays on the segment and burden from
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innovation has seen substantial scale utilize just in the
most recent decade and is one of the quickly creating
advances in the Indian structure industry today. Material
advances in solid quality accessible for development,
improvement in nature of development; simpler structure
and numerical procedures has added to the fast
development of the innovation in India. Flat sections
arrangement of development is one in which the bars
utilized in the customary strategies for Constructions.
The piece legitimately lay on the segment and burden
from the section is straightforwardly exchanged to the
segments and after that to the establishment. To help
substantial burdens the thickness of chunk close to the
help with the section is expanded and these are called
drops, or segments are by and large furnished with
developed heads called segment heads or capitals.
Nonattendance of bar gives a plain roof, in this manner
giving better design appearance and furthermore less
weakness. According to nearby conditions and
accessibility of materials diverse nations have embraced
distinctive techniques for plan of level sections and
given their rules in their particular codes. The point of
this undertaking is to attempt and delineate the
techniques utilized for level chunk configuration
utilizing IS 456:2000, ACI-318 and NZS:3101 and
configuration codes. Level sections are less work
escalated,
streamline
the
establishment
of
administrations and can suit more floors inside confined
statures. In any case, the range affecting their structure is
the longest and they require more steel contrasted with
two-way pieces. Different disadvantages of level
sections are helplessness to punching shear
disappointment and higher redirections. To abstain from
punching shear disappointment drop boards, segment
heads or shear fortification are utilized. On the off
chance that range in level pieces is diminished, at that
point both redirection and punching shear issues can be
evaded. Be that as it may, planners want to have few
uncovered sections in usable regions. This unavoidably
prompts sections in an unpredictable design, covered up
inside segments or dividers.

III- METHODOLOGY

Selection of site

Observation of type of slab

Designing of Existing Building by IS:456, ACI-318,
NZS:3101

Analysis of Building by using Software (SAP-2000)

Comparison between by results obtained between by
manually (By IS: 456, ACI-318, NZS:3101) and
Software(SAP-2000)

Selection of site
This building is N Kumar building located as Khambla
road Nagpur, flat slab with drop panel for comparison of
this system with conventional beam column framed
system.

II- OBJECTIVE
This project is organized in to 3 chapter, the contains
of chapter are as follow.
1.
2.
3.

Plan of existing building located at Nagpur
will be study by IS-456,ACI-318,NZS:3101.
Analysis and design existing building by SAP
2000.
Comparing the results of manual calculation
and software.

Fig.1- Flat slab with Drop panel
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IV- CONCLUSION
From the investigation consequence of level chunk it is
discovered that the outcome acquired by programming is
almost same as that of manual examination result. The
estimation of section strip, center strip, drop
measurement and segment head measurement is same in
IS 456:2000, ACI-318 and NZS: 3101 codes.
Evaluation of cement in IS: 456 and ACI-318 code is 20
N/mm2 yet relatively in NZS-3101 code the evaluation
of cement is 30 N/mm2. Evaluation of steel in IS: 456
and ACI-318 code is 415 N/mm2 yet relatively in NZS3101 code the quality of steel is 300 N/mm2.
Fig.2 Flat slab with Drop panel

In IS 456:2000 steel required is not exactly other 2
codes. Shear quality relies upon an intensity of fc' under
0.5 and progressively like the solid shape root
relationship. ACI code overestimates the impacts of
cement compressive quality on the punching opposition
of HSC chunks.

Observation of type of slab
The building floors are provided with flat slab with drop
panel with no column head. It has a good architectural
appeal. The building floor is 42mx42m, having five
equal panels of 8.4mx8.4m in each direction. The edge
beams of size 500x400 mm deep are provided. For
analysis and design purpose an interior panel is selected.
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